A study of possible superconducting phases of graphene has been constructed in detail. A realistic tight binding model, fit to ab initio calculations, accounts for the Li-decoration of graphene with broken lattice symmetry, and includes s and d symmetry Bloch character that influences the gap symmetries that can arise. The resulting seven hybridized Li-C orbitals that support nine possible bond pairing amplitudes. The gap equation is solved for all possible gap symmetries. One band is weakly dispersive near the Fermi energy along Γ → M where its Bloch wave function has linear combination of d x 2 −y 2 and dxy character, and is responsible for d x 2 −y 2 and dxy pairing with lowest pairing energy in our model. These symmetries almost preserve properties from a two band model of pristine graphene. Another part of this band, along K → Γ, is nearly degenerate with upper s band that favors extended s wave pairing which is not found in two band model. Upon electron doping to a critical chemical potential µ1 = 0.22eV the pairing potential decreases, then increases until a second critical value µ2=1.3 eV at which a phase transition to a new phase which is not appear in two band model. This phase in the pristine graphene converts to usual extended s-wave pairing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two dimensional superconducting phases have become of great interest since the discovery of the high temperature superconducting (HTS) cuprates and subsequent finding of Fe-pnictide and -chalcogenide HTSs. Interest was reinvigorated by the discovery of superconductivity onsets up to 75K in single layer FeSe grown on SrT iO 3 and related substrates.
1,2 With the enormous research activity focused on graphene in recent years, it is not surprising that graphene-based superconductivity has become an active area of research. Very recently superconductivity up to 1.7K has been reported 3 in magic angle bilayer graphene, which will buttress activity on two dimension superconductors and especially the related type that we discuss here.
Superconductivity has been known for some time in intercalated graphite compounds such as C 6 Ca and C 6 Y b 4 . With the many remarkable properties of graphene, it has been anticipated that doping by gating or by decorating with electro-positive elements, thereby moving the chemical potential away from the Dirac points, might induce superconductivity. However, graphene intercalated with alkali metals has three valence bands with one weakly dispersive band near Fermi energy. Due to this flat band, there are additional available states around the Fermi level and the required pairing potential is reduced.
Discussion of superconductivity in doped graphene has been primarily within theoretical models, as we review below, but some encouraging data have been reported. Experimental evidence for a superconducting gap in Liintercalated monolayer graphene around 6 K has been reported by Ludbrook et al. based on angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 5 (ARPES). Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) was applied by Palinkas et al. 6 to graphene suspended on tin nanoparticles, who concluded that superconductivity is induced in the graphene layer. Evidence of superconductivity in Li-decorated few layer graphene at 7.4 K has been reported by Tiwari and collaborators 7 . Low temperature mobility of K and Li atoms on graphene was observed by Woo et al., and suggest that mobility may persist at lower temperatures, 8 which would provide new challenges for theory. Various mechanisms of pairing have been proposed. Uchoa and Castro-Neto modeled pristine and doped graphene with electron-phonon coupling in mind 9 . Repulsive electron-electron interactions were modeled by Nandkishore and collaborators. 10, 11 Beginning from pristine graphene, varying the chemical potential leads to dominant chiral singlet d x 2 −y 2 + id xy pairing for nearest neighbor interaction, according to Black-Schaffer et al. 12 a triplet f -wave state has been proposed to arise from next-nearest neighbor interaction with chemical potential near van Hove peak. 13 Both chiral and conventional p-wave states in graphene have been discussed 14 , with the many pictures raising various possibilities but little of a certain nature.
More specific predictions have begun to appear. Profeta et al. predicted 15 based on Eliashberg theory that intercalation of electron donating atoms such as Ca and Li would make single layer graphene superconducting, with modest critical temperatures in the 1-8 K range. In somewhat related work, Wong et al. have predicted 16 from an ab initio treatment a critical temperature around T c =14K for carbon nanotubes, which was increased to above 100 K for a certain type of carbon ring.
Expectations of adjusting the chemical potential include gating, but the main focus has been on decoration of graphene by electropositive atoms, viz. alkalis or alkaline earths. Charge migration from such decorating atoms to the graphene layer will affect the C-C bonding, leading to contraction or expansion of the graphene hexagons that are centered by the decorating atoms, thus breaking the symmetry of C-C hopping integrals around the honeycomb loop. This asymmetric graphene layer will be referred to in this paper as "shrunken graphene". Taking LiC 6 for illustration, each cell site has six C atoms in a hexagon with an alkaline atom lying above the center of the hexagon. The C π orbitals and alkaline atom's s-orbital hybridize to give seven "molecular" orbitals. For two dimensional graphene-like structures effects, differences in nearest neighbour hopping integrals affect the band structure near the important Dirac point, which is folded back to the Γ point of the shrunken graphene superlattice investigated by Hou et al. 17 and Long-Hua et al. 18 . For such systems not even the full analytic tight-binding band structure has yet been reported. The intent here is to extend study of this system, with representative LiC 6 , from the underlying electronic structure to investigation of the possible superconducting phases.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II the interacting seven orbital model Hamiltonian is presented. The exact band structure of the normal state of this shrunken graphene system is described in Sec. III. Perturbation theory is applied to obtain the band structures in analytic form. Applying the Hubbard model and minimizing free energy of the superconductor state, we obtain in Sec. IV the gap equations and approximate critical temperature. These equations are solved analytically to establish the possible pairing symmetries and other properties of the superconducting states. A summary is provided in Sec. V.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
Because the unit cell contains several atoms with important specific aspects, we provide many of the details of the expressions that can be obtained analytically. LiC 6 , as illustrated in Fig. 1 , consists of a graphene layer decorated by a lithium layer in which Li atoms are located at the center of a carbon hexagon surrounded by six empty center hexagons. The height of Li above the carbon layer is calculated to be h z = 1.85Å, somewhat smaller than the value 1.93Å obtained by Profeta et al. 15 . The nearest Li-C distances are h = 2.40Å. Since the Li 2s orbital energy is higher than the C 2p z orbital, charge transfer occurs. It is calculated that 0.685e from Li transfers to the six C atoms equally. 19 The positive Li ion and negative C ion provide a relative Coulomb (Madelung) shift in site potentials of the two atoms.
The attractive interaction between Li and C ions after charge transfer contracts the Li-C distance and reduces the C-C bond lengths in the Li-centered hexagon to a 1 = 1.425Å, while the bond length of nearest neighbor C atoms in different hexagons is slightly larger at a 2 = 1.426Å. For Ca instead of Li, this difference should be larger, hence we keep these lengths distinct. The hopping integral between short-bond carbons is t 1 , with that between stretched carbon sites is denoted t ′ 1 . We refer to this broken symmetry situation as "shrunk graphene". The difference in hopping amplitudes indicates that the new Li-C hopping parameter is the central new feature in LiC 6 compared to graphene. Symmetry breakdown leads to the opening of a small energy gap at the Γ point.
The lattice then becomes a two dimensional hexagonal Bravais lattice with seven atomic sites. These will be labeled as A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , B 1 , B 2 , B 3 and Li, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The Hamiltonian of this system iŝ
Here H N and H P denote the non-interacting and interaction Hamiltonians respectively. In these expressions α and β run over A i , B i and Li. Hereĉ † iασ ,ĉ iασ are creation and annihilation operators of an electron with spin σ on subsite α of ith lattice site, andn iσ =ĉ † iσĉ iσ is the electron number operator. The noninteracting chemical potential is µ 0 and t iα,jβ is the hopping integral from the α site of ith cell to the β site of jth cell. We denote the on-site energy by ǫ α .
The interaction stated above corresponds to an extended (negative) Hubbard U model, which allows a variety of phenomenological values to be chosen and studied. It is largely for this reason that we provide substantial detail of the underlying, non-interacting C-Li lattice and electronic structure. The interactions that we study are introduced in Sec. IV. (a) 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 0 0 1 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 11 0 1 0 1 00 11 0 1 0 1 00 00 11 11 00 11 00 1100 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 00 00 11 11 
III. NON-INTERACTING LIC6
Many studies of graphene rely on tight binding parametrization of the band structure. The early parametrization of Wallace 20 already employed both first and second neighbors. Extensions in various ways have followed, 21, 22 culminating in the application of Wannier functions by Jung and MacDonald 23 to provide simple but realistic five parameter model and a more accurate but more involved 15 parameter model. Our aim in this section is to construct a realistic seven band model for distorted LiC 6 , while also developing the formalism to allow exploration of superconducting phases once the interaction has been included.
The distortion of the graphene layer to shrunken graphene and the coupling to Li requires a considerable generalization of the underlying tight binding model Hamiltonian, and many of the details are relegated to appendices. The Hamiltonian of non-interacting LiC 6 iŝ
Eq.2 incorporates broken symmetries in the on-site energies, hopping integrals, and bond lengths. It is diagonalized in terms of Bloch eigenfunctions of the form
C α e i k. rnα |φ nα (3) in which r nα = r n + d α and r n is nth Bravais lattice site vector position and d α is vector position of the α-th subsite with respect to unit cell n. |φ nα = φ nα ( r − r n − d α ) is the atomic π electron ket of atom α of cell n. By inserting
Eqs. 2 and 3 intoĤ
Here ǫ Ai = ǫ A and ǫ Bi = ǫ B . Since the Li is an inversion center of the two-dimension tight binding model, the Bloch wave function should respect inversion symmetry. Using Ψ k ( r) = r|Ψ k , the condition is
where C is ±1 when all subsites in hexagons are carbon, that is ǫ Ai = ǫ Bi . This condition is satisfied if C Ai is proportional to C where f i ( k) is a coefficient to be determined. By inserting C Ai = |C Ai |e iφA i and C Bi = |C Bi |e iφB i into Eq.6 we have
In the next subsection we use Eqs.6 and 7 to reduce the eigenvalue Eq.4 in matrix form to 3 × 3 to obtain uncoupled shrunken graphene band structure and Bloch wave function coefficients.
A. Uncoupled C6 Dispersion Relations
By first neglecting the lithium-carbon hopping t LiC 1 → 0, the shrunken graphene Hamiltonian Eq.46 can be diagonalized exactly. Our notation is
, functions are defined in Eqs. 50, 51 and 52. The non trivial eigenvalues of Eq.8 are given by
Details of solving Eq.8 for the eigenvalues are presented in Appendix A. Also, n is band index defined as n = (2l + 1) + (−1) l m; m = 0, 1 , 2 for l=0 conduction −1, −2, −3 for l=1 valence (10) Here E sh,1 , E sh,2 and E sh,3 are conduction bands which corresponds to l = 0 and m = 0, 1, 2 and E sh,4 , E sh, 5 and E sh,6 are valence bands which correspond to l = 1, m = −1, −2, −3 in Eq.10. The corresponding orthogonal eigenvectors are given in Eq.70. At the Γ point, when ε A = ε B = ε c , the shrunk graphene eigenstates |φ
T over the hexagonal subsites take the forms similar to conventional s, d and p orbitals as one can see in Fig. 1 of Wu and Hu.
with energies, 5 . Symmetry reduction of hopping integrals removes degeneracies occurring in pristine graphene, with the most important effect being to open a gap E g = |E d − E p | = 2|t ′ 1 − t 1 | at the Dirac point which has been folded back to the Γ point. From Eq.9 it can be seen that symmetry breaking of the on-site energies opens a gap. For the case t 1 = t ′ 1 at Γ, the gap becomes 2|ε A − ε B |. In lithium decorated graphene, all carbon on-site energies are equal so this type gap does not arise. Eigenenergies E sh,ml (t i , ξ i , k) in Eq.9 do not depend on the bond lengths τ i and δ i separately but are functions of ξ i = τ i + 2 δ i i.e. lattice basis so symmetry breakdown of bond lengths does not break symmetries of bands.
For general k the uncoupled shrunken graphene eigenfunction Eq.69 could be written in terms of |S , |f , |p x ,|p y , |d xy and d x 2 −y 2 as
FIG. 2: (Color online)
A plot of |ηm( k)|, the part of pristine band structure in the first Brillouin zone of shrunk graphene. Here we use abbreviated notation f
In the particular case of pristine graphene in which t = 1 and τ 1 = δ 1 , τ 2 = δ 2 , τ 3 = δ 3 , hence β = θ = γ * and also ε A = ε B so C = ±1. Therefore eigenvectors take following form
where m = 1, 2, 3; l = 0, 1 and
By comparing pristine eigenvectors Eq.13 with general shrunken graphene eigenvectors Eq.12 it is found that for
which corresponds to p y − id xy , and the coefficients of s and f are zero. For m = 2, f
which corresponds to p y + id xy while s and f coefficients
and other coefficients are zero. Here, e iφm = η * m |ηm| . To clarify our band structure Eq.14, we plot |η m ( k)| with symmetry of each branch m identified in Fig. 2 . These three branches comprise the conduction bands of pure graphene in its first Brillouin zone.
From Eq.13 we see that for all k we have
while in shrunken graphene these probabilities are k dependent and not necessarily equal. Also, as Fig. 2 illustrates, green and blue branches have chirality character but for these branches the coefficients of f and s states are zero and vice versa for the dashed band branch. In the case of broken symmetry (shrunk graphene) the coefficients of all possible symmetries in each band are non zero. Although for LiC 6 deviation from pristine is small, it causes the 9 × 9 superconducting gap equation matrix symmetry to change.
B. Coupled Li-C6 dispersion relations
By applying the following unitary transformation, P †
, whereP 0N is the operator that diagonalize Eq.8, the Schrödinger Eq.46 is written in a new matrix representation as
where the relation between the column matrix eigenstate of Eq.15, A(E i ( k)), and the eigenstates of Eq.46, C is
in which A 0 (E i ( k)) is determined from the normalization condition, and also
where ζ Am is a vector that connects Li to the A m carbon atom and ζ Bm is a vector which connects Li to the B m carbon atom. At Γ one can solve Eq.15 exactly. At this point,
and γ i (0) = 0 for i = 1, ..., 5. These results show that just the isolated intercalant band, E Li,0 (0) and the lowest valance band, E sh,6 (0), are mutually affected. The energies of these bands are, with
and other shrunk graphene bands Eq.11 remain unchanged. This means the energy gap at Γ, E g (0), depends only on the nearest neighbor hopping difference rather than on t LiC 1
. That is because the overlap between the Li s band and the valance band of uncoupled shrunken graphene (which is linear combination of s and f , |φ 6 (0) ) is significant while others are zero.
For general k vectors it is challenging to obtain an exact analytical expression for the full Hamiltonian in Eq.46 and it would not be transparent anyway. One can use perturbation theory to obtain useful results, as presented in Appendix C.
C.
Fitting of the seven-band tight binding model to DFT
The seven band tight binding model of LiC 6 was fit to the DFT band structure, with results illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the graphene layer shown in Fig. 1(a) and (c), A 1 subsite chosen as central site labeled by 0 and B 1 subsite in adjacent hexagon considered as second neighbor while just slightly longer than the first neighbors atoms B 2 and B 3 in same hexagon, this neighbor labeled by n = 2 and so on the next neighbors are labeled. In Fig. 1 (a) , the big dashed hexagon included up to nine neighbors but for the pristine graphene it is surrounded by five neighbors. C-C hopping from 0-subsite to nth neighbor has been shown by t CC 0n . In-plane Li-Li hopping, t LiLi 0m obtained up to m = 4 neighbors. Li to C hopping integrals are very small with respect to those of C-C and Li-Li, so we keep only the near neighbor Li-C hopping amplitude.
Since Li is small with respect to alkaline earths such as Ca, the pristine band structure is less affected by intercalation of lithium than calcium intercalation, as could be seen in Fig. 2 of Ref. [15] . The fitted hopping amplitudes and on-site energies are presented in Tables I. Note that by comparing band structure of LiC 6 with pristine graphene in ref. 23 , it is observed that Li decoration only slightly changes the pristine graphene band structure. These changes are due to electron transfer from Li to graphene, which changes the pristine on site ǫ pristine = 0 to ǫ A = ǫ B = ǫ c . 
IV. SUPERCONDUCTING PAIRING AND STATES

A. Bogoliubov-de Gennes Transformation
LiC 6 presents a multiband system in which three bands cross the Fermi level. We presume singlet pairing that can be both intraband and interband in nature. Pairing takes place between electrons on carbon atoms. The electron-electron interaction part of Hamiltonian, H P , of Eq.1 in the mean field approximation becomeŝ
in which the matrix of order parameters is given by Fig. 4 illustrates the nearest neighbour order parameters. The system condensation energy is
where
. The interacting Hamiltonian in Nambu space iŝ
, B 2 and B 3 are labeled by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively, and
The coupling is given by
The order parameters according to Fig. 4 are
Quasiparticle energies are obtained by unitary transformation in the seven band spacê
where in matrix notation,
P N ( k) is a 7 × 7 matrix where each column is one of the perturbed normal state eigenvectors of Eq. 46, thus with matrix elements given by
In the normal band space the matrix elements of the off-diagonal array are given by
in which the new pair order parameter ∆ ij ( k) is defined such that the first electron is in the ith band and second electron is in the jth band where (
Possible gap symmetries in Eq.28 are related to symmetries of Bloch wave functions, Eq.3 via Ω ij ( k) functions, Eq.29.
In the limiting case of (folded) six band pristine graphene, the symmetry character of different conduction bands along high symmetry lines were provided in Fig. 2 .
B. Superconducting States
By minimizing the quasiparticle free energy with respect to nearest neighbor order parameters the gap equation is obtained. Using the fact that the gap is small, applying perturbation up to second order in the order parameter gives quasiparticle energies
where s = 1 is for particles and s = −1 for holes. The free energy is
The linearized gap equation, obtained by minimizing free energy of the system, is
tanh(
We have used that at T c , where |∆ ij | 2 can be neglected, E Q n → E n . In the general case, as seen from Fig. 4 , the system is invariant under interchange 2 ⇀ ↽ 5, 3 ⇀ ↽ 6 and 4 ⇀ ↽ 7, which means ∆
in Eq.32. This symmetry and that of the symmetric Γ matrix Γ βα = Γ αβ allows Eq.32 to be written in matrix form as
and also
Eq.33 can be written as a non-Hermitian eigenvalue problem
where κ = 
For folded six band pure graphene, g 0 = g 1 and one can use Eq. 13 and Eq. 29 to show that Ω
ij ( k) and similarly relations for other elements, hence C 3×3 = A 3×3 and D 3×3 = B 3×3 . Eq. 35 takes the more symmetric form For the case V 1 = V 2 = V 3 = V θs where V θs is one of substates, V S , V d x 2 −y 2 or V dxy , six band pristine gap equation Eq. 37 reduces to (A + 2B) V θs = − 1 g0 V θs , i.e. linearized gap equation of two bands model of pristine graphene Ref. [12] . These three solutions preserve symmetry of two band unit cell. But, in addition to these three states, there are six more non-orthogonal solutions Φ 0n = (V θs 0 − V θs ) and Φ 1n = (V θs − V θs 0), with two band model broken symmetries. Note that for each of θ s symmetries, these two solutions are degenerate. Inserting these solutions in Eq.37 leads to a new non-physical two band gap equation, (A − B) V θs = − 1 g0 V θs with unreachable high energy pairing potential g 0 .
C. Nine Superconducting Phases
Substates V 1 , V 2 and V 3 in gap equation Eq. 35, cannot be have different symmetries, so each of the eigenvectors of Eq. 35 can be expressed in the compact form 
In the limiting case of pristine graphene, which is described by the gap equation Eq. 37, the quadratic equation in Eq.40, has two temperature independent solutions α θs = 1 and α θs = −2. 
b)3 states with higher electron pairing potential:
The other three modes are corresponding to α θs = α − θs and β θs = γ θs , they are
c) 3 states with lower electron pairing potential:
The other three eigenstates are corresponding to α θs = α + θs and β θs = γ θs , they are
In these expressions J From Eqs. 43 and 44 we observe that probability amplitudes for pairing on different bonds in real space differ for the various states. For the long C-C bonds the probability is proportional to (α 
with electron spin σ in the ith band with energy E i ( k).
V. DISCUSSION AND RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK
The singlet superconducting gap equation and phases of two band graphene have been discussed by Black-Schaffer and Doniach.
12 They observed that for the nearest neighbor pairings, there are three states that minimize free energy in various regimes of the parameters, which here have been denoted by V S , V dxy , and V d x 2 −y 2 . Pairing symmetries d xy and d x 2 −y 2 are degenerate, and only the linear combination V d x 2 −y 2 + iV dxy ≡ d + id preserves the symmetry. Depending on the position of the Fermi energy with respect to Dirac points, d + id or s states tend to dominate. Near the van Hove singularity at the M point, it has been suggested that chiral d + id superconductivity could be stabilized. Although doping by a gate voltage is normally considered to change only the chemical potential and not the band structure, gating cannot be expected to push the Fermi energy to the van Hove singularity without altering the band dispersion. The most likely way to do this is by decoration with electropositive atoms, which has been our focus.
Profeta et al. calculated 15 on the basis of density functional theory for superconductors that intercalation of electron donating atoms such as Ca and Li will make single layer graphene superconducting, up to 8K for the case of Li. The s orbitals of Ca have more overlap with C orbitals and lead to stronger and longer range interactions as well as increasing the doping level, effects that become detrimental to superconductivity. We note that doping is essential; numerically we have shown that electron pairing g 0 in the limit of pristine graphene is minimal.
For folded but otherwise pristine graphene, it is shown in Fig. 2 that the lowest conduction band is weakly dispersive along Γ → M , and also that the Bloch character of this band is a mixture of chiral d and p. This band is responsible for dominant singlet superconductivity in chiral d ± id symmetry. Upon electron doping to the critical value at the van Hove singularity, g 0 in the d ± id phase decreases, beyond which it increases until a second critical value of doping at which a phase transition to s-wave pairing occurs. Bloch states in higher conduction bands introduce linear combinations of s and f symmetries that favor extended s wave pairing. This multiband character is responsible for stabilizing singlet s superconductivity at high electron or hole doping. Our calculations indicate that any perturbation of the flat band significantly reduces T c . We found that the band structure of pristine graphene is perturbed little by decoration by lithium, while electron transfer from Li to C atoms shift Fermi energy to the vicinity of the conduction flat band. For these reasons we investigated how Li decoration affects the pairing potential and phase relationships of Cooper pairs. Beyond the nearest neighbor model, we have focused on a more realistic broken lattice symmetry ("shrunken graphene") model for LiC 6 to study interband effects on the superconducting phase diagram.
Eqs. 42, 43 and 44 present all nine possible pairing phases of LiC 6 . There are three categories of solutions which have not appeared in complete form in the literature. The total of nine phases arise from spatial, and therefore hopping parameter, symmetry breaking. Specifying this feature required the choice of the C 6 hexagon plus above-centered lithium as a lattice site. For the longer C-C bonds, the coefficient α θs appears in the pairing amplitudes. In terms of this coefficient we classify phase symmetries into three groups. In the first category Φ f , Φ px and Φ py , one has α θs = 0. These phases have been designated as island phases, as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) for Φ f , within which a pairing amplitude is localized within island hexagons and cannot propagate. For these island phases, numerical calculation of the electron pair potential energy g 0 shows that although g 0 is much smaller than its corresponding value for folded pristine graphene, it emerges within the framework of mean-field theory. This kind of solution is a consequence of the seven atom unit cell and cannot appear for the two band model. For the second category, α θs (denoted by α + ) is positive, while for last category α − is negative. Three phases which correspond to α
, Φ + dxy , and Φ + S , all of which have low pairing potentials. At a given critical temperature T c and chemical potential µ 0 , for each of nine possible superconducting phases, Eqs. 32, 36, and 41 were evaluated numerically over the first Brillouin zone of LiC 6 to find the corresponding pairing potential g 0 = 1 J θs and α θs coefficient. Smaller g 0 means less energy from formation of Cooper pairs. Fig. 6 (a) provides the phase boundaries for T c in terms of the pairing potential g 0 for LiC 6 in which µ 0 = 0. Fig. 6 (b) illustrates relationship between the pairing amplitude coefficient along longer bond, α θs and the value of k B T c .
In the limiting case of folded six band pristine graphene α
, α + dxy , and α + S are all equal to unity, which maps the results to the two-band symmetries as it should. As shown in Fig. 6 (b) , since at low temperature α + S ≈ 0.6 for Φ + S , pairing in this phase is affected by Li perturbation and the result cannot be mapped onto the s phase of pristine graphene with α = 1; this solution breaks the two-band graphene symmetry also. We have found that α are persistent against perturbation, but the chirality or non-chirality of Cooper pairs in these phases is undetermined. Also, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , their pairing potential g 0 is minimal with respect to those of other phases.
For a given transition temperature T c , by changing the chemical potential µ 0 of LiC 6 via gating, one can engineer the pairing potential g 0 . Figure 7 gives a g 0 -µ 0 phase boundary diagram at T c = 1 K. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , similar to pristine graphene, decoration with Li atoms makes it is possible to change the dominant pairing and to have a symmetry-change phase transition from d-" distorted s-wave" By changing µ o up to µ o−v ≈ 0.22eV so that the distance between the Fermi energy and the saddle points decreases, leading to a decrease in g 0 . Continuously increasing µ o up to 0.5 eV causes g 0 to increase for both d-wave and " distorted s-wave" pairing, and after that comes a smooth decrease. Then for both symmetries at critical µ o−c = 1.3 eV mixed state exist. After that " distorted s-wave" pairing dominates.
The physics behind this is as follows. The right hand side of the gap equation Eq. 32 contains the product of the thermal occupation factor over the energy denominator
Because of "tanh" term, the main contribution to this summation is due to the bands with energies near the Fermi energy. Up to µ o−c = 1.3 eV, the flat band plays a primary role in formation of Cooper pairs with lowest energy. The Bloch wave function of this band consists of d and p character, therefore Γ 12 , Γ 15 , Γ 45 and Γ 48 in Eq. 36 carry minus signs. This makes it evident from Eq. 41 that d−wave pairing is dominant. Beyond that, the uneven part of the "flat band" and also upper bands assume a major role. These bands consist of d, p s and f character Bloch wave functions (as defined in earlier sections) with a significantly low density of states. In this case Γ 12 , Γ 15 , Γ 45 and Γ 48 change their sign hence s-wave pairing is favored. A result is that a general aspect of superconducting pairing in LiC 6 and pristine graphene is almost the same in the d x 2 −y 2 and d xy phases due to robustness of the flat band against perturbation.
This work provides a new type of classification of superconducting phases in LiC 6 -like nanostructures, and certain aspects of the formalism may be useful in modeling the recently observed superconductivity in magic angle bilayer graphene.
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VII. APPENDIX A
Eq. 4 can be expressed in following matrix form
In Eq.46, h-sub-block matrices are C-C or Li-C dispersion matrices and we have h AA = h *
where e kzh factor takes 1 by confinement. The carbon-carbon dispersion matrices i.e.
Shorthand notation has been introduced as follows:
t2 and ξ i = τ i + 2 δ i the τ -functions are given by
and new variables, k dependent on-site energy and chemical potential has been defined as
Also
VIII. APPENDIX B
The HamiltonianĤ shr N for the broken symmetry (shrunk graphene) is 6 × 6 in terms of 3 × 3 subblocks
To solve Schrödinger Eq.54 we first separate the left hand side of Eq.54 into two terms
where 
with the first equation arising from similar conditions as for Eq. 6. To find E sh ( k) we solve the following eigenvalue problems
Eq.57 converts to following eigenvalue problem h
A ( k) and its complex conjugate with A ↔ B, defining
eigenvalue equation Eq.57 has the three different eigenvalues
note that E 1 sh,m (t 2 , ξ i , k) is function of second neighbor hopping t <iAi,jAj > = t 2 and ξ i = τ i + 2 δ i i.e. lattice bases vector and it does not depend on τ i and δ i separately. Now we calculate E 0 sh ( k). Eq.58 can be separated into following equations
By multiplying first equation of Eq.61 by h BA and second by h AB we have
Eq.62 is an eigenvalue problem where second equation is just complex conjugated of first one. By defining new matrix
Eq.62 takes the form
Schrödinger Eq.63 could be solved to find eigenvalues of Eq.58 i.e. E 0 sh ( k). Defining
where t i = t iAjB are first, 3rd and 4th neighbor hopping integrals. Hence eigenvalues of Eq.58 could be obtained, they are
where l = 0, 1 and w m (t i , ξ i , k) i.e. solutions of Schrödinger Eq. ; m = 1, 2, 3.
Hence from Eqs.56, 60 and 66 eigenvalues of Schrödinger Eq.54 could be obtained,
The corresponding orthogonal eigenvectors are φ(E sh,n ( k)) = C A3 (E sh;n ( k))
CA 1 (E sh;n ( k)) CA 3 (E sh;n ( k)) CA 2 (E sh;n ( k))
where C A3 (E sh,n ( k)) could be found from orthogonality condition. Also,
To find ξ B (E 0 n ( k)) it has been used symmetry condition in Eq.56
C Bm (E sh;i ( k)) = Ce iϕ(E sh;i ( k)) C * Am (E sh;i ( k)).
Replacing Eq.71 into second equation of Eq.61 we get e iϕ(E sh;i ( k)) = η * (E sh;i ( k)) η(E sh;i ( k)) C A3 (E sh;i ( k)) C * A3 (E sh;i ( k))
It is easy to show that η(E sh;i ( k)) = w i ( k) IX. APPENDIX C For H N D = H 0D + H 1D we can use non degenerate perturbation theory, obtaining
where expansion of E i ( k) in terms of perturbation parameter is
. From non degenerate perturbation we have
where |φ i is ith eigenstate of diagonal H 0D . Perturbed system eigenstates up to first order are
Non degenerate perturbation theory can be used in Eq.15 for completely filled or empty bands that are far from lithium band, E Li,0 ( k), and also without overlap. Therefore, except E sh,2 and E sh,3 which are nearly degenerate with lithium band in some regions, non degenerate approximation can be used for other bands of H 0N . We denote Hamiltonian in Eq.15 as H DN . This Hamiltonian can be separated to H N D = H 0D + H 1D where 
introducing below coefficients c 2 = E Li,0 ( k) + E sh,2 ( k) + E sh,3 ( k)
Non trivial eigenstate of H 0D are 
